[Analysis of brain activity during delayed matching-to-sample test].
Despite recent advances in uncovering the neural signature of memory processing in humans, spatiotemporal characteristics of cerebral activity during mental transformation of the visual (color) memory to the visuo-spatial memory has not been studied. The aim of this study was to investigate the electrophysiological correlates of internal memory transformation based on the event-related potential analysis using a root mean square (RMS) and a standardized low resolution electromagnetic tomography (sLORETA). Eleven healthy human subjects completed a modified delayed matching-to-sample test in which the visual(color) short-term memory had to be transformed into the visuo-spatial memory according to the matching probe. In comparison with a non-memory control condition, identifiable RMS peak was observed 352ms after the matching probe presentation in the condition of memory transformation. In this time, sLORETA demonstrated the higher current density in the prefrontal region. Our results suggested that the prefrontal region is associated with the internal memory transformation process depicting a spatiotemporal profile similar to P3b.